Annual sunspot numbers since 1700 and the known maxima and minima since 1610 show a similarity of pattern from century to century. This suggests that the mean cycle is approximately 11-1/9 years.
partly due to variations in sunspot intensity, inasmuch as active cycles tend to become "early" and weak cycles "late." 
Prediction of Future Cycles.
• Prediction of sunspot cycles is hampered by the variable length of the period between successive maxima. The last great maximum was expected by some scientists to fall in 1949, a year with a typical remainder of 5, but for some reason it arrived early, in 1947, a year with a remainder of 3 [2] . Some success is being achieved in the prediction of sunspot numbers from month to month and year to year [3]; Gl•issberg has predicted that the next minimum will lie between March and July 1955 and will be oeollowed by another intense maximum between August 1958 and August 1959.
The ultimate test of al! theories and formulae must lie in prediction. A successful prediction of a single maximum would not be decisive; a formula relating to the maxima before A.D. 1600 would, however, be subject to proof or disproof, provided that the dates of early maxima can be determined from historical evidence. give grounds for optimism [7] .
The rather shaky foundations of the final table of Fritz must now be disregarded. On the other hand, his tables for sunspots and aurorae separately were recently combined and retabulated [8] , because many of his results have been confirmed by the present extended investigation. The evidence of aurorae and sunspots can be used to prepare a table of years of maxima subject to certain assumptions. Thus, in the preparation of Table 2 These two generalizations, together with the principles outlined below, enabled the maxima of Table 2 to be determined. Some doubt still exists about 'the dates in parentheses; dates before 502 B.C. depend only on somewhat dubious evidenee for aurorae in China, and dates from 502 to 460 on the B.C. dating implied by Livy. The Greek evidence for the fifth century B.C. has not been used, as it has not been possible to differentiate between comets and aurorae [12] .
The Numbering of Mfnima and Maxima.
The system of numbering adopted is a decimal one, based on the phase-rule already indicated. Thus, in recent centuries, the year endings of sunspot minima tend to follow the pattern 
Probable Error.
Wherever a sunspot cycle has been interpolated without definite evidence, the year has been indicated in parentheses and the probable error has been regarded as 4. A probable error of 3 indicates ambiguity in the interpretation. For purposes of mathematical analysis, the dates of cycles of both these kinds should be excluded.
Modern investigations suggest that the phase of the auroral cycle is slightly later than the sunspot cycle [12] , and the great aurorae associated with inten'se maxima (S) occur between S -2 and S q-3 years. On the other hand, sunspot; maxima that are weak or "late" (that is, with high remainders), or those near the onset of an aurorally weak period, often appear to be associated with double or diffuse auroral maxima, and in these cycles the minires are more readily dated than the maxima. There may be persistent bias in our dating of :k0.3 year either for these reasons or for the inevitable personal equation.
Remainders.
In order to avoid minus signs, the "remainders" in Table 2 (Fig. 1) for the earlier period.
The Calculation of Years of Minima.
In auroral!y rich periods, such as the sixteenth century, the years of sunspot re'raima are defined by groups of years without notable displays, as extensive aurorae do not occur within two years of sunspot minimum [14] .
In aurorally weaker periods, the position of a minimum in relation to the dates of neighbouring maxima can be estimated from certain rules, based on the behaviour of the sunspot cycle since 1610. Thus, The differences are remarkably small, and the positive signs are usually associated with active "early" maxima. These rules made possible the calculation of the number of minima missing at the various breaks. Table 2 should be omitted in rigorous analysis.
The Mean Cycle.
The last two digits of years of minima have roughly followed the eleven-times table since cycle A.D. 800 [8] , and before A.D. 800 the maxima behaved in the same way. Thus, except at the transition, the mean cycle has been approximately 11.11. We have seen that the length of 14 cycles appears to be 155.2, corresponding to a mean cycle (since B.C. 398) of 11.09, so that it may be supposed that near the transition at A.D. 800 the sunspot cycle was shorter than usual.
The mean values of the "remainders," as divided into centuries in Table 2 , are set out in Table 4 Table 2 7th B.C. The fluctuations between aurorally rich and aurora!ly weak periods follow sunspot fluctuations closely, and in Figure 1 and the last part of Table 2 A more definite cycle of two centuries may be inferred from the rule tha• activity has been greater in even than in odd centuries. This rule is indicated in number of dates of maxima of either sunspots or aurorae which Fritz was able,•:• determine before 1610. Seventy-eight belonged to even and only 41 to odd centuries [8] . Since the beginning of the Christian era, the ninth century forms the onIy odd century in which activity was as intense as in the centuries immediately preceding and following.
case, near multiples of seven. This was independent evidence of the 78-year cycle, but no evidence of longer cycles was apparent.
Conclusion.
There is thus a fundamental rhythm involved in the producttan of sunsp0• cycles • The mean period of this rhythm is 11.!, and the rhythm itself is subject to a major cycle of seven sunspot cycles (77-1/2 or 78 years). Individual cycles in active periods tend to appear earlier in relation to the fundamental period. 'This is especially true of maxima, but is also true of minima. Conversely, the length of the cycle is longer in aurorally weak periods.
